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A Kind of Obsession: Climbing the Titan

(Plate 14)

Some of the best climbing I have ever done has taken place during the
past five years in the American Southwest. Desert country has always

attracted me, and there is something about the stark beauty of this region
which instantly captured my imagination. It is easy here to maintain a lead
over the ever-increasing crowds which spoil most climbing areas these days,
and the remote unspoiled nature of the country lends the climbing a
seriousness which many American rock-climbing areas have lost.

AlIen Steck's and Steve Roper's book The Fifty Classic Climbs of North
America presents descriptions of three big desert climbs. These are Shiprock,
Castleton Tower and The Titan. In 1992 and 1993 I had successfully climbed
both Shiprock and Castleton, enjoying them enormously, but the reputation
of The Titan had distanced me from seriously contemplating an attempt
on America's tallest free-standing pinnacle.

Yosernite's Mountain Bar will always hold for me memories of discussions
with friends regarding alternative climbing plans. Through the years I have
experienced in this bar, as rain thrashed the windows, a great deal of talk
about which climbing area in America might attract spring sunshine. On
this particular occasion the discussions were between Ian Howell, Clive
Ward, Magnus Karlsen and me, and The Titan gradually crept into the
conversation. There is a strange tendency for realism to leap out of the
window when climbing plans are set with friends in a bar. My mind was
pleased to ignore, for the time being, minutiae like The Titan being one of
the most dangerous rock climbs in America, composed of crumbling rock and
A3 aid climbing. As so often happens, we would deal with the details later.

We bundled everything into our car and set off for southern Utah. Located
in the Fisher Towers, near the town of Moab, The Titan rises chocolate
coloured and sheer on all sides to a point almost 1000ft above a confusion
of canyons and gorges that defy accessibility. It was first climbed by Layton
Kor, Huntley Ingalls and George Hurley in 1962. In the climbing guide
Desert Rock, the area of the Fisher Towers and The Titan is described as
,... composed of hauntingly awesome towers, but is characterised by some
of the softest and most unstable sandstone in the Southwest'.

The Titan itself is mainly composed of Cutler sandstone which is quite
hard. The crowning 200ft of the formation, however, is Moenkopi, and
this is essentially frozen muds and silts. With each thunderstorm this upper
region dissolves and becomes a viscous liquid as it is melted by the naturally
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mildly acidic rain water. The resulting rock solution courses in curtains
down the flanks of The Titan, and as it dries, the spire is left with a surface
envelope of muddy residue. The description of The Titan in Fifty Classics is
worth quoting:

... Every wall is covered in a unique patina of mud over scoured
grooves. Nowhere else in the Four Corners area do similar formations
occur ... Upon first touching this bizarre rock the climber is astounded
to discover that fingernails can easily gouge the mud which appears
to have been laid on by a drunken mason. One can knock off hunks
of stone with a strong kick, and even children can pry off flakes. Debris
lies in disturbing mounds below the awesome grooves ... The Titan is
much more than loose rock, sand in the eyes, shifting pitons, drizzles
and dangerous rappels, however. Anyone who walks in its vicinity
will be awed by its multitude of bizarre rock forms, startling colours,
and fascinating vegetation.

In order to acquaint ourselves with the problem, we spent our first morning
ferrying loads along the two-mile trail to the base of The Titan. It is difficult
to describe this hike without resorting to the most mundane of cliches, but
none of us was quite prepared for what we saw. We were surrounded by
spires which rose hundreds of feet above us like huge chocolate gothic
cathedrals. I have never experienced, even on the most volatile glacier, a
place which exuded such an atmosphere of geological 'happening', an
incompleteness such as I had never seen before. Whatever had been
responsible for creating these formations was obviously still madly at work,
and I frequently paused to wonder whether the place was yet ready to be
climbed upon.

With half a day in hand we decided to climb a few pitches, with the idea
of leaving fixed ropes in place overnight, and returning early next morning
to try and push the climb through.

The first three or four pitches rose vertically above us for nearly 400ft.
After this the climb would traverse right for a short distance, then break
through a barrier of overhangs, which allowed the main ridge of the pinnacle
to be reached. This was the halfway point. We would then have to follow
this ever-steepening ridge for another 500ft to the summit.

I started up the first pitch, and after twenty feet I was forced to use aid,
which made me feel more secure. The rock was foul. Every move I made
was similar to the one before. First I would clean the crack with my hammer,
then I would jam a Friend in, pull on it, and observe it eat its way into the
hardened mud which coated the inside of the crack. Invariably the Friend
would create its own shape in the rock as I applied my body weight to it,
while powder poured from the crack onto my legs, flapping wildly in their
etrier rungs. I made slow progress, but was able to gain height without
resorting to too many pegs.
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After 100ft I reached the most amazing hanging belay spot I had ever
seen. On the wall before me, covering an area of about four square feet,
were eight gnarled rusty old bolts. There was no ledge so I would have to
hang off these bolts, but most of them moved when touched. I carefully
tied off each one in a way that tried to distribute my weight evenly, and this
seemed to work. It was, however, difficult to relax and I said nothing about
it to lan who was now jumaring up my rope cleaning the pitch. Each time
he moved, bits of powder and grit would fall from around the belay bolts
onto my shoulders. lan arrived and in silence grabbed for his camera hidden
somewhere in the mass of gear, and wildly began photographing the belay!
I was eager to leave, and suggested to lan that perhaps I should continue in
the lead, seeing as I had acquired a sort of rhythm on the first pitch. I
mumbled something ridiculous about how I felt I was finally coming to
terms with how to climb this rock, and lan agreed.

The second pitch was like the first, all aid climbing, but now the wall was
steepening and wires and Friends were difficult to place. Every time I stood
up in my etriers I expected the gear to pull from the crack and spill me
down the wall towards lan's hanging body. I was now hammering in more
pegs, many of which barely inched into the crack. This was harder than
any aid climbing I had ever done, and as I made my way up the crumbling
wall the whole prospect became more frightening.

I found the second belay 100ft above lan and it was no different from the
first. Magnus and Clive were well hidden down at the start of the route, for
a considerable amount of The Titan's skin had poured from the cliff as we
climbed. When lan reached me we figured we had enough daylight left to
put one more pitch behind us, and I quickly headed up the third pitch. By
now I was really starting to know this thing, perhaps even starting to
understand how it ticked. Each move up the wall was like being faced by a
tiny: puzzle which had to be unlocked, gear had to be placed in such a way
that at no time was my full body weight on one piece. I was determined not
to fall. This environment seemed to scream at me: 'DON'T FALL!'

By now I knew to expect no compromises from The Titan, and I also
knew to expect nothing from the third belay. There would be no ledge, only
a wall covered with rotting bolts. I was correct. When lan arrived we
mechanically set about rigging the descent, and soon slid down 300ft of
leaning wall to Magnus and Clive. It had been a thrilling afternoon.

In fading light we hurried back down the trail to our vehicle, heading for
the strange little sterile town of Moab, where we would spend the night.
Moab is one of the main centres of trail-biking in North America, where
everyone seems to ride around on their bikes in front of the crowds adorning
the pavement cafes, trying terribly hard to look like images in Outside
magazine. How you looked in Moab appeared to be more important than
what you did.

It took little time next morning for lan and me to gain our high point.
The plan was for Clive and Magnus to follow up the ropes with water. As I
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started into the fourth pitch it took only thirty feet for me to realise that the
climbing was becoming harder, and I was nearly one hour leading it. At
the end of it, however, was a welcome surprise - the first ledge on the
climb. As lan jumared up the rope, I looked out across to the right where
the traverse now lay and my heart sank. It consisted mainly of air since the
wall fell away sharply for about 500ft, and a band of overhangs loomed
threateningly above. It looked like a place where one could easily die.

When lan arrived I immediately suggested he lead the next pitch, and as
he eyed where he would have to go I knew exactly what he was thinking.
He sorted out his gear and launched out into space, but within ten minutes
he was back at my ledge. Then I had a look but it produced no improvement.
I swung back onto the ledge and we began to discuss the situation. Was
The Titan unjustifiably dangerous? Was it just too serious to enjoy? After
all, I was approaching fifty and lan was sixty; this had to be a climb for
younger people. I looked around at an endless blue sky and saw a little
cloud on the far horizon way over to the west, and raised the possibility of
bad weather! It took lan some time to find the cloud, but when he did he
muttered something about The Titan not being a place to be if the weather
turned bad. We shouted to Clive and Magnus that we were coming down,
and their relief reverberated up the vertical curtains of mud towards us.

With our tails between our legs we rushed from The Titan, and for several
days, despite glorious weather, we continually reminded ourselves that the
correct decision had been made. As the days passed into weeks, however, I
began to question the whole thing. Perhaps we had been too hasty, for a lot
of hard work had gone into reaching our high point. Back in Kenya I felt
quite depressed about The Titan, and despite attempts to forget it, I just
could not remove it from my mind. I devoured probably everything that
had ever been written about it, and slowly began to realise that most parties
who had successfully climbed it had failed on their first attempt. It appeared
to be a case of go and try it, psyche out, abandon it, go away and think
about it, then return for another try.

Clive and Magnus had absolutely no interest in returning, but as usual
the ever-reliable lan could be counted upon. He felt the same way as I did,
and for a year we discussed the climb whenever we met, building up each
other's confidence. We invited Rusty Baillie to join us, and he jumped at
the chance. I am not certain at which point an ambition becomes an
obsession, but for that year I could think of little else but The Titan. I drove
my wife and kids mad, and bored my friends. It became strangely personal.
I dreamed often about the upper portion of the route, and I know I have
never desired a summit more. My boys have a video of an old John Wayne
mm called The Comancheros. In the mm there is a marvellous shoot-out
beneath The Titan, and in the end Wayne rides off into the setting sun,
which sinks behind the fantastic silhouette of the pinnacle. I would
encourage them to watch this film as often as I thought I could get away
with it without appearing weird. This rotting piece of rock, tucked away in
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a secluded part of the American desert, had become the entire focus and
direction of my life.

Ian and I met Rusty and his son-in-law Greg in a rainy Moab. Rusty
decided that he and Greg should climb the first section we had done the
previous year, fix ropes and descend. With Rusty and Greg supporting us
from behind, on the following day Ian and I would climb to their high
point and work on towards the summit. It seemed like a perfect plan.

On the following day, while Rusty and Greg worked their way up The
Titan, Ian and I lay on a shelf watching their progress. It was slow and the
silence of the Fisher Towers was frequently shattered by cries of anguish
from Rusty, who led these first four pitches. I was a little pleased to see that
he was not finding it easy, for during the past year I had often wondered if
perhaps I had made more of it than was necessary.

At first light next day Ian and I jumared up the ropes to the top of the
fourth pitch. The awesome traverse which had stopped us last year now lay
before us, and I rushed into the lead. I felt certain that, once surmounted,
this pitch would give us the confidence to work out the way ahead. I must
confess to remembering very little about it. Perhaps the combination of
anxiety and adrenalin wrapped up in a year of thought caused my memory
to blur it out. All I know is that it was hard, and I was frequently forced to
stack pegs in order to proceed. At the end of it I had reached the main ridge
of The Titan.

Above us lay a nasty looking off-width crack, and Ian moved up into the
lead. Several aid moves took him to a point just below the crack, but as he
positioned himself to reach the crack he bridged his left leg out to a ledge.
As he distributed his weight the ledge appeared to explode into cloudy
powder, and Ian was falling down towards me. He was stopped by a peg
after ten feet, composed himself, and set off up the crack which proved to
be a struggle and strenuous. After this the route continued more easily
along the crest of the ridge for two long pitches until we were beneath the
fmal 300ft wall. We rested here to wait for Rusty. Greg, who is an excellent
sport climber, was feeling a little threatened by the surroundings, and had
decided to wait for us at a lower belay. When Rusty arrived I asked him if
he wished to move into the lead, but he was not interested. Instead he felt
it important to strengthen some of the lower belays with additional bolts to
enhance the safety factor of our descent.

I swung out onto the wall on our right and now the entire exposure of
The Titan was apparent. The spectacular deep gorges which fringe the base
of the pinnacle added dramatically to the drop below my feet, and over
IOOOft of sheer mud-curtained wall lay beneath me. This pitch proved to be
extremely technical, involving A3 peg placements. Every move up seemed
to be gained by sheer luck rather than skill. The route edged up leftwards to
the main summit ridge, which had now narrowed to a vertical arete about
six feet wide. As I reached the hanging bolt belay, I absorbed for the first
time the deteriorating state of the weather. The afternoon had grown very
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dark, and a wind was starting to buffet us from the east. Ianjumared up the
rope and we swung from the belay like meat in a butcher's shop.

We were now in quite a vulnerable position. Only 150ft below The Titan's
summit, with 800ft of very serious ground beneath us, Ian and I, now
hanging from dubious bolts, swung in the wind totally intimidated by the
final pitch above. We had less than three hours of daylight left, and it looked
as if rain could begin at any time. The temperature was obviously dropping,
but hopefully, somewhere below us, Rusty was jumaring up with a pack
containing our wet-weather gear. We said nothing, and I believe if we had
it might have tipped the balance and sent us down. I moved up from the
belay and clipped into the start of the ancient bolt ladder.

This line of bolts led up over several bulges for about eighty feet to the
foot of an off-width crack which seemed to be the way to the summit. One
would think that surmounting a ladder of bolts would be a reasonably easy
thing to do, but this was a different kind of bolt ladder to anything I had
ever seen before. One bolt did not lead automatically to the next, and I
found myself frequently balancing in the top rungs of my etriers unable to
reach another bolt above me. Many of Kor's original bolts had popped
through the years and had yet to be replaced. Climbing them was a time
consuming operation and the wind was now raging; by the time I reached
the crack the rain had started but my state of mind was such that I barely
noticed it. We were now immersed in this Titan thing for the end-game.
The summit had become everything and nothing else mattered.

I was able to free climb the off-width crack for about twenty feet, and
when it started to overhang, I leaned out to the left and saw three bolts on
a vertical wall above me. The exposure was breathtaking - to see Ian
swinging 150ft below me, and the entire form of The Titan sweeping down
into the depths of the surrounding canyons was a view I will never forget.
I climbed up the remaining bolts, pulled over a bulge onto a big ledge, and
there was the summit only a few feet above me.

All communication with Ian was dead. I could not see him, and the gale
which swept across the summit block of The Titan made any attempt at
shouting futile, but we have now been climbing together for 30 years, and
not a lot needed to be said. I soon felt his weight on the rope as he jumared
up in the gale.

The storm had blotted out nearby Castleton Tower, and like a massive
dragon's head a huge wall of rain was speedily closing in on us from the
east. Now that I could relax for the first time in nearly twelve hours I began
to notice the cold more and more, and rain was stinging my face. It was a
great moment when the smiling face of Ian popped over the edge, and it
was an even better moment when from his pack he produced warm clothing
and rain gear. Rusty had correctly decided there was only enough daylight
for two of us to make the summit, and he now waited 300ft below.

We clambered along the short broken ridge to the highest point to share
a summit without a view. It was so dark now that our cameras had switched
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to flash, and we quickly prepared to descend. As Ian hurled the abseil rope
over the side the wind picked it up and blew it almost horizontally out into
the sky. He launched into space and I had visions of him being blown around
the summit spire. These were frightening abseils, off bolts which did not
inspire much confidence, as we danced down through the wind, kicking
off the muddy curtain flutings of The Titan. Rusty had done a remarkable
job in preparing the descent, and after reaching his position one hour saw
us to the base of the climb.

The Titan had been a magnificent adversary, and it had been far from
straightforward, keeping us on edge right to the final moment. I could never
have imagined that it was possible to climb rock of such dismal quality, but
it had produced the most rewarding climb Ian and I had ever done together.



14. The Titan, in southern Utah, ' ... characterised by some of the softest and most unstable
sandstone in the Southwest'. (fan Howell) (p103)
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